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Energetic consistency conditions for standard impacts
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Abstract The paper studies the conditions under which Newtonian impacts lead to an en-
ergetically consistent post-impact state, and identifies the mechanisms responsible for a po-
tential violation. Unilateral and bilateral geometric and kinematic constraints, as well as
various Coulomb type friction elements are equipped with a kinematic restitution coeffi-
cient and are taken into account in the impact problem as normal cone inclusions. Based
on the condition number of the Delassus operator, bounds on the impact coefficients are
derived that ensure energetic consistency. As counter-examples, a slide-push mechanism is
presented, and Kane’s example of a frictional impact at a double pendulum is analyzed.

Keywords Impact · Collision · Friction · Energy · Newton · Coulomb · Kane

1 Introduction

In mechanics, just two classical collision laws are available: Newton’s kinematic impact
law which inverts the normal relative velocity, and Poisson’s impact law, which splits the
impact into two phases and determines the post-impact velocity via the ratio of the impulsive
forces. For frictional collisions, these impact laws are normally supplemented by a Coulomb
friction element in the tangential direction. This combination of only collision and friction
elements seems to be very limited when compared with the variety of force elements that
are available and used in impact-free motion. Further elements which may transfer impulsive
forces and have therefore to be considered in an extended impact dynamics are, e.g. bilateral
geometric and kinematic constraints, but also the unilateral kinematic constraint with its
technical realization as sprag clutches, and various extensions of the friction element to
spatial configurations.

Against this background, a common concept for all the mentioned force elements is
needed to put them uniformly into the framework of either Newton’s or Poisson’s law. The
contribution at hand is divided into two parts. The first part is devoted to Newtonian impacts,
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which are more extensively used than Poisson impacts, in particular within the non-smooth
dynamics community. In the second part, Poisson impacts are treated, which lack to date
a structurally sound formulation of the expansion phase for non-zero impact coefficients in
friction elements.

Even the more basic concept of Newtonian impacts is not yet developed to a stage at
which it could be regarded as completed and fully understood. Although known to exist,
restitution coefficients in the friction elements are normally not taken into account when
frictional impacts are analyzed, but regarded as a peculiarity because of their limited techni-
cal relevance. However, by banishing them from the friction laws, one immediately loses the
opportunity to state the friction laws in the same mathematical form as the impact contacts,
and one therefore destroys a common structure needed to set up a unifying theory. The better
idea is to formally admit tangential restitution coefficients and set them later equal to zero
if not needed. Even worse is the situation for sprag clutches. Their usage is acknowledged
for certain application problems, but they rarely are mentioned when it comes to impacts.
This constitutes a serious deficit, as sprag clutches are the technical realization of kinematic
unilateral constraints, and as such they are as fundamental as the geometric unilateral con-
straints representing the impact contacts. It will be shown at the end of the paper that the
friction element can be decomposed into kinematic unilateral constraints, demonstrating this
way how powerful they are. In addition, since bilateral constraints can always be represented
by pairs of unilateral constraints, it turns out that every and each element used for impact
modeling can be traced back to the geometric and kinematic unilateral constraint. These two
elements have therefore to be placed in the center of any and all questions on impacts.

Among the various conditions required by the principles of mechanics to hold for any
force element, are three of particular interest for impact elements: Kinematic, kinetic, and
energetic consistency. For Newtonian impacts, kinetic consistency is explicitly taken into
account by the inequality restrictions on the impulsive forces as part of the constitutive
laws and cannot be violated. Kinematic consistency poses conditions on the pre- and post-
impact relative velocities and, therefore, restrictions on the impact coefficients. In contrast to
kinematic consistency which can be ensured by looking at each impact element individually,
energetic consistency requires the full evaluation of the entire system, which is much more
demanding and treated in detail in this paper. Our view of energetic consistency is that the
overall kinetic energy of the system must not increase at the impact, whereas we do not
exclude a local increase in one of the impact elements needed, e.g. to realize an energy
transport from one impact element to another. Whether Newtonian impact laws in general
are capable for providing such a local increase is another question, and not treated in this
paper.

It is known that Newtonian impacts may lead to an increase in kinetic energy when
combined with friction. The most prominent example is Kane’s double pendulum [13] which
strikes the environment by a frictional impact, and which is analyzed in detail in this paper.
It turns out that the mechanism of energy increase can easily be revealed as soon as the
friction element is decomposed into its basic elements, the sprag clutches. Even more, one
may easily design other mechanisms that show the same type of inconsistency by only using
one geometric and one kinematic unilateral constraint.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, the normal cone of convex analysis is re-
viewed, as it is later used to state the impact laws of various impact elements in the form
of normal cone inclusions. It is further shown how the set-valued sign function, later repre-
senting the planar friction element, can be obtained through the normal cone on the interval
[−1,1], and how it can be decomposed into unilateral primitives. This decomposition will
be the key to represent the friction curve as an arrangement of sprag clutches, leading to an
explanation of the energy gain in Kane’s example.
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In Sect. 3, the structure of the impact problem, as far as it concerns this paper, is set
up. Investigated are autonomous Lagrangian systems, i.e. mechanical systems driven by a
symmetric and positive definite mass matrix without any explicit dependency on time. The
impact laws are supposed to be using a kinematic restitution coefficient and meeting the
structure of normal cone inclusions, which defines what we understand by a Newton-type
inequality impact law. It is further reviewed how the impact equations together with the
impact laws can be brought into a form suitable for numerical evaluation, i.e. by introducing
the Delassus operator and switching to local velocities.

Section 4 discusses various impact elements when equipped with a Newton-type inequal-
ity impact law. The following cases are treated: Geometric unilateral constraints, kinematic
unilateral constraints, geometric bilateral constraints, kinematic bilateral constraints, kine-
matic step constraints of Coulomb type, isotropic Coulomb-type friction, and orthotropic
Coulomb type friction. For each impact element, the physical meaning of the associated
Newton-type inequality impact law is discussed in detail. We further state first restrictions
on the restitution coefficients, which are necessary to ensure kinematic consistency.

In Sect. 5, the energetic consistency of the impact problem is investigated. In a first
step, the classical restriction 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 on the restitution coefficient for geometric unilat-
eral constraints is verified and extended to the other impact elements by assuming that the
various impact elements do not interfere with each other, mathematically realized by as-
suming a block-diagonal Delassus operator. In a second step, fully coupled systems are
investigated. Based on the condition number of the Delassus operator, two configurations
are presented which necessarily lead to energetic consistency when the impact coefficients
are small enough or similar to each other. As special cases of the above, equal impact coef-
ficients as well as completely elastic and inelastic impacts are discussed. In a third step, it
is shown that impact configurations consisting of only geometric unilateral, geometric bilat-
eral, and kinematic bilateral constraints are always energetically consistent if the associated
kinematic restrictions on the impact coefficients are satisfied.

Based on the energy proofs of Sect. 5, a slide-push mechanism is presented in Sect. 6 as
the most basic example that contradicts energetic consistency. The system consists of two
masses which interact with each other by a sprag clutch, and which may impact against the
environment. It turns out that the combination of geometric and kinematic unilateral con-
straints is utmost disastrous for energetic consistency when equipped with different impact
coefficients.

Section 7 provides a full analysis of the two cases addressed by Kane in [13], for which
an increase in the kinetic energy is observed at the frictional impact of a double pendulum
for post-impact slip and post-impact stick. Kane’s problem is treated within the framework
of non-smooth dynamics, for which the impact elements as introduced in Sect. 4 are used. In
view of a possible explanation of the paradox, special emphasis is placed on the discussion
of various impact elements that could alternatively represent the tangential impact.

In order to identify the mechanism leading to the energy increase in Kane’s example,
a system is designed which shows the same topology as the slide-push mechanism of Sect. 6.
The parameter values of this system are chosen such that the equations for the impact coin-
cide with those of the double pendulum. In this way, Kane’s paradox can be identified to be
caused by the same mechanism as the energy increase in the slide-push mechanism.

In Sect. 9, it is shown that the one-dimensional friction element can be represented by an
arrangement of sprag clutches. This decomposition, originally introduced in [5] for impact-
free motion, is basically the key to understand Kane’s paradox, as it finally reduces the prob-
lem of a frictional impact to the multi-impact of a combination of geometric and kinematic
unilateral constraints.
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2 Normal cones, and the set-valued maps Upr and Sgn

Normal cones [23] are quintessential for a proper formulation of non-smooth dynamics [1,
15, 18, 24]. This applies for impact-free motion [7], but for the impacts as well [8]. The set-
valued maps associated with the normal cones are called normal cone inclusions. They con-
stitute a special case of the so-called generalized equations, which are used in optimization
theory to express various types of constraints in the form of inclusions. In mechanics, nor-
mal cone inclusions can be used to achieve a mathematically sound formulation of a rather
general class of force interactions with switching behavior, i.e. force elements that switch
in a certain way between impressed and constraint forces. Even perfect bilateral constraints
on geometric and kinematic level are covered by this approach. The classical definitions,
commonly called the principles of d’Alembert/Lagrange and Jourdain, are nothing else than
normal cone inclusions to specific sets C ; see [7].

The normal cone NC (y) to a convex subset C of R
n at a point y ∈ C consists by

definition [23] of all vectors x ∈ R
n which do not form an acute “angle” with any line

segment starting at y and ending at y∗ somewhere in C ,

NC (y) = {
x |xT

(
y∗ − y

) ≤ 0 for y ∈ C , ∀y∗ ∈ C
}
. (1)

If, for example, C is a convex subset of R
2 as shown in Fig. 1, and y1 is a point on a smooth

section of the boundary of C , then the normal cone NC (y1) is a half-line perpendicular to
the boundary of C at y1 with the 0-element placed at its end, i.e. at the location where y1 is.
In the case that the boundary of C forms a corner as in y2, the normal cone is generated by
the two half-lines of the adjoining smooth boundary sections. Finally, and most important,
the normal cone to a point in the interior of C as, e.g. for y3, reduces by (1) to a single
element which is the 0-element, NC (y3) = {0}. Also note that the normal cone is indeed a
cone, since rx ∈ NC (y) whenever x ∈ NC (y) and r ≥ 0.

An additional, important property is gained from (1) if the convex set C contains the
0-element. In this case, it holds for any x from the normal cone NC (y) at a chosen point y
that −xTy ≤ 0,

x ∈ NC (y) ∧ 0 ∈ C =⇒ −xTy ≤ 0. (2)

To verify this, simply set y∗ = 0 in (1). Applied to mechanical systems, this property will
turn out as to indicate the dissipative character of certain impact relations and will be used
in Sect. 5 when the energetic consistency conditions of the impact laws are discussed.

If C is represented by the level set of a differentiable convex function f : R
n → R as

C = {
y |f (y) ≤ 0

}
, (3)

Fig. 1 The normal cone NC (y)

to the convex set C at various
points yi ∈ C
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Fig. 2 (a) The normal cone N[−1,1](y) to the interval [−1,1] ⊂ R at the points y = −1 and y = 1, together
with (b) the graph of the resulting normal cone inclusion x ∈ N[−1,1](y)

then it holds that

x ∈ NC (y) ⇐⇒ xT = α
∂f

∂y
, f (y) ≤ 0, α ≥ 0, αf (y) = 0 (4)

with α ∈ R as shown in [23]; see also [4]. If f is not differentiable, the sub-differential has
to be used in (4) instead.

As an illustrative example, we will now determine the normal cone N[−1,1](y) to the
closed interval [−1,1] ⊂ R at the points y ∈ [−1,1], and the graph of the associated
normal cone inclusion x ∈ N[−1,1](y) by direct evaluation of (1). The normal cone for
a chosen y ∈ [−1,1] is in this case described by the variational inequality N[−1,1](y) =
{x |x(y∗ − y) ≤ 0}, which has to hold for any and all y∗ ∈ [−1,1]. For its evaluation, one
has to distinguish between the three structurally different cases that y is either in the interior
or at the left or at the right boundary of the interval. We start with the case y = −1, for
which the normal cone becomes N[−1,1](−1) = {x |x(y∗ + 1) ≤ 0}. This expression has to
hold for any and all y∗ ∈ [−1,1]. By testing all these elements on the term (y∗ + 1), we
observe that (y∗ + 1) ≥ 0. With the abbreviation α := (y∗ + 1), the normal cone at y = −1
therefore becomes N[−1,1](−1) = {x |xα ≤ 0} for any and all α ≥ 0. This is apparently only
true if x ≤ 0. Thus, N[−1,1](−1) = {x |x ≤ 0} = (−∞,0]; see also Fig. 2(a). The other two
cases, i.e. y in the interior or at the right end of [−1,1] have to be processed in the same
way, which altogether gives

N[−1,1](y) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(−∞,0] for y = −1

{0} for −1 < y < 1

[0,+∞) for y = 1.

(5)

Once the normal cone has been determined, the associated inclusion x ∈ N[−1,1](y) may be
formulated and graphically displayed; see Fig. 2(b). We observe that the graph is maximal
monotone [23] and describes an inverted set-valued sign function. We further see that this
graph only meets the first and the third quadrant, but does not cross the second or the fourth
quadrant. As a consequence, xy ≥ 0 holds for each point (y, x) on this graph or, in other
words, for each pair (y, x) fulfilling x ∈ N[−1,1](y). This property is nothing else than the
realization of (2) for the set C = [−1,1], which of course contains the 0-element.

We introduce now the set-valued sign function or filled-in relay function Sgn(x) as just
announced, i.e. by inversion of the normal cone inclusion x ∈ N[−1,1](y) or equivalently, by
mirroring the graph in Fig. 2(b) over the diagonal. The latter gives the graph displayed in
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Fig. 3 The graphs of (a) the set-valued sign function x → Sgn(x) and of (b) the unilateral primitive
x → Upr(x)

Fig. 3(a) which is maximal monotone again, and which can mathematically be expressed by
the inclusion y ∈ Sgn(x) with

Sgn(x) :=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

{+1} if x > 0

[−1,+1] if x = 0

{−1} if x < 0.

(6)

Note the difference at x = 0 to the classical sgn-function, which is defined as sgn(x = 0)

= 0. Just for completeness, the aforementioned inversion process is fundamentally anchored
in convex analysis [23] and can mathematically be done in the following way: Normal cones
are sub-differentials of indicators, which enables us to write x ∈ N[−1,1](y) = ∂I[−1,1](y).
Take now the Legendre conjugate of I[−1,1](y) which is a support function I ∗

[−1,1](x), in this
case equal to the absolute value I ∗

[−1,1](x) = |x|, and perform sub-differentiation with respect
to x. This yields ∂I ∗

[−1,1](x) = ∂|x| = Sgn(x) which completes the inversion process. This
approach is general and can be performed for any normal cone inclusion in precisely the
same way.

There is another set-valued function, even more fundamental than the set-valued sign
function (6). It has been named in [11] the unilateral primitive Upr(x) and is the most
important multifunction related to complementarity. It is defined as

Upr(x) :=
{

{0} if x > 0

(−∞,0] if x = 0,
(7)

and can also be related to normal cone inclusions in the way that y ∈ Upr(x) is the in-
verse of x ∈ N

R
−
0
(y). The graph of y ∈ Upr(x) is again maximal monotone and depicted in

Fig. 3(b). It is not hard to see that y ∈ Upr(x) may alternatively be expressed by the so-called
inequality-complementarity conditions

y ∈ Upr(x) ⇐⇒ y ≤ 0, x ≥ 0, xy = 0, (8)

which reveal linear complementarity problems as special cases of normal cone inclusion
problems. The complementarity condition xy = 0 is again a manifestation of (2), which
holds here even as an equality, because 0 ∈ R

−
0 is a boundary point and the only boundary

point of R
−
0 .
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Fig. 4 Decomposition of Sgn into two unilateral primitives Upr, where x = xL − xR

The set-valued sign function (6) can be decomposed into two unilateral primitives as
depicted in Fig. 4, which yields in terms of inclusions

y ∈ Sgn(x) ⇐⇒ ∃xR, xL such that

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

y ∈ +Upr(xR) + 1 and

y ∈ −Upr(xL) − 1 and

x = xR − xL.

(9)

Additional comments on this decomposition can be found in [7] together with various ap-
plications of set-valued interaction laws and their representations via unilateral primitives.
We will later need this decomposition, because it allows us to interpret friction as a serial
connection of sprag clutches. In this way, it will be possible to understand why frictional
Newtonian impacts sometimes lead to an energy increase, as in the example of Kane [13].

3 The standard impact problem for inequality impact laws of Newton type

We define now the mathematical structure of the impact problem that will be presupposed
for the discussion of energetic consistency in Sect. 5. A detailed description on how to
obtain all the terms that are required to set up this structure for impact problems in multi-
body dynamics is found in [8]. As an impact we will understand a velocity jump which
occurs at a discrete point t in time, and which is associated with infinite, i.e. impulsive
forces as a consequence of finite, non-disappearing masses in the system. Processes with
rapidly changing velocities but without discontinuities will not be understood as impacts as,
e.g. from models that use local stiffness to represent the interactions in the contact zone.

Considered is an autonomous mechanical system within Lagrangian dynamics, described
by a set of generalized coordinates q ∈ R

f . The generalized velocities, being assumed as
functions of specially bounded variations and, therefore, allowing for a countable number of
finite discontinuities [19], are denoted by u with u = q̇ almost everywhere. After integration
over the impact time {t}, we assume the resulting structure of the problem to be

M
(
u+ − u−) =

n∑

i=1

m(i)∑

j=1

wj iΛji, (10)

γji = wT
j iu, (11)

ξji = γ +
j i + εiγ

−
j i , (12)

impact law (ξj ,Λj )i . (13)
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Equation (10) is the balance law for the impact which we call the impact equation, in con-
trast to the equation of motion for the impact-free case. The left-hand side of (10) consists
of the instantaneous changes in generalized momentum, where M(q) denotes the symmetric
and positive definite mass matrix of the system, and u+ and u− are the post- and pre-impact
generalized velocities. All generalized forces that may be of impulsive nature are collected
in the right-hand side of (10). Finite forces, as from springs or dashpots, are non-impulsive
and do therefore not contribute to the impact. We consider a total of n impact force el-
ements, such as collision elements, Coulomb type friction elements, and the like. These
impact elements are in detail described in Sect. 4. Each impact element i is characterized by
m(i) linearly independent generalized force directions wj i(q), in which the impulsive force
components Λji act. Linear independence of the whole set wj i , however, is not required.
Impulsive forces applied from the outside that can be regarded as external impact excitation,
e.g. as the impulsive force from the queue on the ball when playing billiard, will not be
examined in this context.

We denote by γji the local velocity component in the impact element that is associated
with the impulsive force Λji . It is measured in the same direction as the impulsive force Λji

acts, and it therefore takes the form (11), with the same wj i as in (10). This can easily be
verified by the invariance of the associated virtual power expression under coordinate trans-
formation: With δPji = Λjiδγji = RT

j iδu and δγji = wT
j iδu according to (11), one obtains

for the generalized impulsive force Rj i = wj iΛji as observed in (10).
The local velocities γji in (11) are typically the relative velocities that are directly af-

fected by the Newtonian impact law. We denote by γ +
j i and γ −

j i the post- and pre-impact rela-
tive velocities, and by εi the Newtonian coefficient of restitution of the impact element i that
relates them together. The magnitude ξji in (12) is just an auxiliary variable, used to make
the associated impact law more compact, as indicated in (13). The impact laws (13) on im-
pact element component level are not yet further specified, because the individual directions
j within the same impact element i may interact with each other as, e.g. for two-dimensional
friction. This interaction may more clearly be represented by the impact laws on impact ele-
ment level (17). Note however, that the impact laws (13) have to be regarded as constitutive
laws, as they put kinematic magnitudes and force entities in a certain functional relationship.

Any explicit dependence on time is prohibited for the following terms in (10)–(13): For
the mass matrix M, for the generalized force directions w, but also for the relative velocities
γ which are usually of the form γ = wTu+χ with an inhomogeneity term χ that reflects ex-
ternal kinematic excitation. The latter may bring energy into the system, as for moving walls
which the system may impact against. Such kind of time-dependence will not be allowed in
this article to keep things reasonably simple. The much more complicated case of external
kinematic excitation without assuming a specific impact law is treated in full generality for
perfect unilateral geometric constraints in [2]; see also [3] for excerpts.

In order to rewrite (10)–(13) on impact element level, we collect for each impact element
i its associated components j by setting Wi := (w1i , . . . ,wm(i)i ), Λi := (Λ1i , . . . ,Λm(i)i )

T,
γ i := (γ1i , . . . , γm(i)i )

T, ξ i := (ξ1i , . . . , ξm(i)i )
T. In this way, (10)–(13) becomes

M
(
u+ − u−) =

n∑

i=1

WiΛi , (14)

γ i = WT
i u, (15)

ξ i = γ +
i + εiγ

−
i , (16)

ξ i ∈ NCi
(−Λi ), (17)
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where we have now introduced in (17) the impact laws of the individual impact elements
as normal cone inclusions, which implies that the impulsive forces −Λi are restricted to the
sets Ci , i.e. −Λi ∈ Ci . We call an impact event a standard impact if it meets the structure
laid down in equations (14) and (15). Non-standard impacts are encountered if, for example,
sharp bends in the configuration manifold have to be crossed transversally. In this case,
the generalized force directions wj i may not be constant for certain indices j , but may
instantaneously change when passing the bend. A more concrete example is a point mass
which is confined to a rigid tube with a corner, constituting a bilateral constraint with kink.
At the very instant at which the point mass reaches the kink, an impulsive force is required
to instantaneously change the direction of the velocity of the mass, thereby keeping it on
the constraint. We call (16) and (17) an impact law of Newton type, because it imposes a
kinematic condition on the impact via the restitution coefficient εi , i.e. a condition on the
pre- and post-impact relative velocities γ ±

i as in Newton’s original law. We further call (16)
and (17) an inequality impact law, because it handles different cases via the inequalities used
to define the normal cone (1). Each of the sets Ci is required to be convex and to contain the
0-element, such that (2) holds in the form

0 ∈ Ci =⇒ ξT
i Λi ≤ 0. (18)

The sets Ci are the reservoirs of negative impulsive forces −Λi that the impact elements
can provide. Unfortunately, we have to allow that at least the size of some of these sets Ci

may vary with the values Λk (i �= k) of other impact elements. This destroys some of the
mathematical structure and beauty, but is necessary to take Coulomb type friction elements
into account, for which the maximal tangential loads depend on the normal load.

To achieve an even more condensed formulation of (14)–(17), we set W := (W1, . . . ,

Wn), Λ := (ΛT
1 , . . . ,ΛT

n)
T, γ := (γ T

1 , . . . ,γ T
n)

T, ξ := (ξT
1 , . . . , ξT

n)
T and ε := diag(εiIi ),

where Ii is the m(i) × m(i) identity matrix. We obtain

M
(
u+ − u−) = WΛ, (19)

γ = WTu, (20)

ξ = γ + + εγ −, (21)

impact law (ξ ,Λ). (22)

Due to the unhealthy property Ci = Ci (Λk), it is not possible to state the impact law (22)
as one condensed normal cone inclusion ξ ∈ NC (−Λ) with C = C1 × · · · × Cn, but it has
to be left as it is. Nevertheless, it still holds that

ξTΛ ≤ 0, (23)

which can be concluded from (18) by summing up the n individual terms ξT
i Λi .

In order to solve the impact problem (19)–(22), one proceeds in the following way which
has become standard during the last couple of years: One first states the difference in the
post- and pre-impact relative velocities by (20) as

γ + − γ − = WT
(
u+ − u−)

, (24)

and then eliminates with the help of (19) the term (u+ − u−) to obtain

γ + − γ − = GΛ, (25)
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where we have introduced the Delassus operator

G := WTM−1W, (26)

which is a symmetric and at least positive semi-definite matrix, set up by the sub-matrices
Gik = WT

i M−1Wk of the n individual impact elements. Note that the sub-matrices on the
diagonal, i.e. Gii = WT

i M−1Wi , are symmetric and positive definite.
At this point, one has to decide whether the impact problem is to be solved forward

or—if possible at all—backward in time. In the first case, the pre-impact relative velocities
γ − are given and should stay in the equations, whereas the unknown post-impact relative
velocities γ + have to be eliminated from them in favor for ξ which is needed for the impact
law (22). In the second case, things are just the other way around. For completeness, we will
show how both cases are treated. Equation (21) is solved for the variable that is going to be
eliminated,

γ + = ξ − εγ − or γ − = ε−1
(
ξ − γ +)

(27)

and then plugged into (25) which gives

ξ = GΛ + (I + ε)γ − or ξ = −εGΛ + (I + ε)γ +, (28)

where I denotes the identity matrix. Either one in (28), together with the impact law (22),
may then be processed by an inequality solver to get the solution (ξ ,Λ). Once this solution
has been obtained, the unknown relative velocities can be calculated from (27), and the
unknown generalized velocities from (19). We will need Eqs. (28) again in Sect. 5 for setting
up the changes in the kinetic energy at the impact in an appropriate form.

4 Impact elements

In view of a sound mechanical setting, the whole impact problem (14)–(17) has to be
checked for kinetic, kinematic, and energetic consistency. Energetic consistency will be dis-
cussed in Sect. 5. We call a system kinetically consistent if the impact equations (14) and the
force restrictions −Λi ∈ Ci are met, which is obviously the case for any post-impact veloc-
ity u+ determined from (14)–(17). Newtonian impacts according to (14)–(17) are therefore
always kinetically consistent.

Kinematic consistency is more subtle for Newtonian impact laws, because the relative ve-
locities of the various impact elements are directly affected by the choice of the restitution
coefficients. The only way for ensuring kinematic consistency is to analyze each of the im-
pact elements separately, to get the appropriate restrictions on the restitution coefficient. We
therefore discuss in each of the following subsections one particular impact element, also in
view of its mechanical interpretation. The impact laws are all of the form ξ i ∈ NCi

(−Λi )

and differ from each other only in the choice of Ci . For the kinematic consistency condi-
tions, we assume throughout all subsections that the mechanical system has been in proper
operation already before the impact, and that it leaves the impact by being in proper opera-
tion as well. Artificial inconsistencies resulting from a wrong initialization of the system via
incompatible pre-impact initial conditions as, e.g. a closed contact with a pre-impact relative
velocity such that the bodies separate, are excluded by this, but may be of importance for
numerics.
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4.1 Geometric unilateral constraints

The geometric unilateral constraint is the archetype of any collision model. It is represented
by the inequality constraint gi(q) ≥ 0 on the gap function gi , which we assume to be equal
to zero for contact, greater than zero for separation, and less than zero for forbidden overlap.
If gi measures the Euclidean distance between two boundary points on a common normal
of the contacting bodies, then it can be shown that γi = ġi is the normal contact relative
velocity with γi = wT

i u and wT
i = ∂gi/∂q. We further recognize that the geometric unilateral

constraint is a one-dimensional impact element, thus m(i) = 1 in (10).
As already a first part of the impact law we assume that non-vanishing impulsive nor-

mal forces Λi occur only for a closed contact gi = 0, which is a reasonable assumption for
collisions. For kinematic consistency, we have to take into account that the system has to ar-
rive at gi = 0 from an admissible state in the past, which necessarily requires a non-positive
pre-impact normal relative velocity, γ −

i ≤ 0. Values γ −
i < 0 correspond to an approaching

process, at which the bodies touch under a non-vanishing velocity, whereas γ −
i = 0 may

correspond to a soft touchdown or to a contact that has been closed somewhere in the past.
For the post-impact normal relative velocity, kinematic consistency requires γ +

i ≥ 0, where
strict inequality describes immediate separation as bouncing off, and equality indicates that
the contact stays closed on velocity level. Note that the case γ +

i = 0 still leaves open whether
there is an adjoined interval of motion for which the bodies keep contact, or for which they
immediately separate on acceleration level, i.e. under the influence of non-impulsive forces
from the adjoined impact-free motion.

We are now going to write down Newton’s impact law for closed gaps gi = 0 in an ex-
tended version that allows to differentiate between contacts which participate in the impact
by non-vanishing impulsive forces Λi , and others which are superfluous for the impact pro-
cess, although their gaps are closed, also. This distinction is based on a sign restriction on the
impulsive normal force, which should act as a compressive magnitude Λi ≥ 0 but not pull
on the contact. In the case of a non-vanishing impulsive force, we apply Newton’s impact
law as usual, i.e. we “invert” the normal relative velocity according to the rule

Λi > 0 =⇒ γ +
i = −εiγ

−
i . (29)

The magnitude εi denotes Newton’s coefficient of restitution. Due to kinematic consistency
γ −

i ≤ 0, γ +
i ≥ 0, its values have to be restricted to εi ≥ 0. The case εi = 0 corresponds to a

completely inelastic impact with vanishing post-impact relative velocity (γ +
i = 0), whereas

εi = 1 leads to an inversion of the relative velocity (γ +
i = −γ −

i ).
Suppose now that, for any reason, the contact does not participate in the impact, i.e. that

the value of the impulsive force is zero, although the contact is closed. This may happen in
multi-contact configurations, such as in the example in Fig. 5(a). A rigid bar is resting on
two unilateral supports and is hit by a rigid ball. We expect an impulsive reaction between
the ball and the bar, but also between the bar and the left support, such that (29) holds. As a
consequence, the ball and the left tip of the bar bounce back from each other, such that the
bar is set in an instantaneous counter-clockwise rotation about the point at which it contacts
the left support. This contact stays closed after the impact. Due to the post-impact angular
velocity of the bar, a strictly positive relative velocity is induced by rigid body kinematics in
the contact between the bar and the right support, without the need on having an impulsive
force there. Such cases can be taken into account in the impact law by allowing post-impact
relative velocities higher than what is prescribed by Newton’s impact law, in combination
with a vanishing impulsive force, i.e.

Λi = 0 =⇒ γ +
i ≥ −εiγ

−
i . (30)
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Fig. 5 (a) A configuration for which Newton’s law is required in inequality form to allow the right contact
to open at the impact. (b) Tangential restitution as needed for a ball to follow the displayed trajectory

Fig. 6 Unilateral constraints: Graph of the normal cone inclusion, kinematic consistency conditions, and
consequences on the impact coefficients

Closed contacts that are physically superfluous to support the impact process can be modeled
in this way. Or, in other words, if the impact process would have been re-calculated by
omitting the contacts for which (30) applies, the result would have been the same.

In order to write (29) and (30) in a more condensed form, we introduce according to (16)
the abbreviation

ξi = γ +
i + εiγ

−
i . (31)

With it, the full impact law (29), (30) is represented by one of the equivalent statements

ξi ≥ 0, Λi ≥ 0, ξiΛi = 0 or − Λi ∈ Upr(ξi) or ξi ∈ N
R

−
0
(−Λi), (32)

i.e. by the inequality-complementarity conditions (8), by the Upr-inclusion (7), or by the
associated normal cone inclusion (1) with Ci = R

−
0 . The graph of the latter is displayed in

Fig. 6, together with the kinematic consistency conditions and the symbol used to represent
geometric unilateral constraints.

4.2 Kinematic unilateral constraints

The kinematic unilateral constraint is a linear inequality constraint on velocity level of the
form γi = wT

i u ≥ 0. It permits motion without any resistance in one direction but blocks in
the other direction. The technical realization of a kinematic unilateral constraint is a sprag
clutch. Kinematic unilateral constraints cannot impact by themselves, but they can react
on impacts with unbounded forces in the blocked direction, Λi ≥ 0. The dimension of this
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impact element is m(i) = 1. Kinematic consistency requires for both the pre- and post-
impact relative velocity γ −

i ≥ 0 and γ +
i ≥ 0.

The only possibility to set up an impact law for kinematic unilateral constraints within
the concept of Newton-type inequality impact laws (14)–(17) is to adopt the same rules
(29)–(31) as for the geometric unilateral constraints. The physical interpretation of (29) for
kinematic unilateral constraints is the following: If an impact, induced by, e.g. a collision
somewhere else in the system, tries to move the sprag clutch in the blocked direction, there
will be a reaction Λi > 0. The relative velocity in the sprag clutch will then be adjusted
according to γ +

i = −εiγ
−
i , where the Newtonian impact coefficient has to fulfill εi ≤ 0

to ensure kinematic consistency. Note that the relative velocity at a kinematic unilateral
constraint does not change sign at the impact. The physical interpretation of (30) is as for
geometric unilateral constraints, i.e. that the sprag clutch could be removed from the system
without changing the impact process whenever Λi = 0.

The resulting impact law can again be stated by either of the three conditions (32), leading
to the same graph as displayed in Fig. 6. The symbol of a kinematic unilateral constraint,
also depicted in Fig. 6 together with the kinematic consistency conditions and the resulting
restriction on the impact coefficient, has to be interpreted in the following way: The two
ends of the sprag clutch can be moved without any resistance apart from each other. By
trying to push the ends together, the sprag clutch instantaneously blocks and prevents any
motion in this direction.

Hard stops and sprag clutches are important elements in engineering. However, if their
impact behavior is modeled by Newton-type inequality impact laws according to (14)–(17)
and Fig. 6, serious problems with respect to energetic consistency may arise. We will show
an example in Sect. 6 in which the combination of just one geometric and one kinematic uni-
lateral constraint may already lead to an increase in the overall kinetic energy when working
with different impact coefficients. This situation is fortunately relieved if both impact co-
efficients are chosen to be equal to zero, for which everything works in perfect manner.
Another reason to study kinematic unilateral constraints is to gain a better understanding of
(Coulomb-type) friction elements and the problems with energy increase related to them.
It will be shown in Sect. 9 that the one-dimensional friction element is nothing else than a
certain arrangement of sprag clutches and constant loads.

4.3 Geometric bilateral constraints

Geometric bilateral constraints are not visible in the system’s equations if minimal coordi-
nates are used. For certain applications, it might however be more convenient to take them
into account as superimposed constraints gi(q) = 0 by a Lagrangian multiplier technique.
The Lagrangian multipliers for impact-free motion constitute the forces that are necessary
to keep the system on the constraint. These forces are assumed to be of any size and, if
necessary, even of impulsive nature Λi . As sprag clutches, geometric bilateral constraints
cannot impact by themselves, but they have to react on impacts such that the constraint
gi(q) = 0 will not be left afterward because of the generalized velocities that have been
changed by the impact to u+. Geometric bilateral constraints have therefore to be processed
in (14)–(17) together with all the other impact elements, to ensure that they leave the impact
with compatible velocities u+ such that gi(q) = 0 can be maintained.

In order to include them in (14)–(17), an index reduction step has to be performed to bring
them from the position to the velocity level. This is normally accomplished by choosing
q0 = q(t0) at a specific time instance t0 such that gi(q0) = 0 holds, and by ensuring that this
value of gi(q) is maintained for all times. The latter is achieved by setting the time derivative
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Fig. 7 Bilateral constraints: Graph of the normal cone inclusion, kinematic consistency conditions, and
consequences on the impact coefficients

of gi(q) equal to zero, i.e. by demanding that ġi = γi = wT
i u = 0 with wT

i = ∂gi/∂q. This
condition has to apply in particular for the pre- and post-impact relative velocities, which
reveals at once the kinematic consistency conditions for geometric bilateral constraints as
γ −

i = 0 and γ +
i = 0. The dimension of the associated impact element is again m(i) = 1.

The impact law for the geometric bilateral constraint can easily be brought into the form
(16), (17). We take into account that the impulsive force Λi is not restricted in any way, and
we formally apply Newton’s impact law,

Λi ∈ R =⇒ γ +
i = −εiγ

−
i . (33)

With γ −
i = 0 due to pre-impact kinematic consistency, the result will always be γ +

i = 0 and
ensure post-impact kinematic consistency, independent of the choice of the impact coeffi-
cient εi . For geometric bilateral constraints, there is no kinematic restriction on the impact
coefficient. We now use again the abbreviation

ξi = γ +
i + εiγ

−
i (34)

as in (16), and state (33) by either of the two conditions

ξi = 0, Λi ∈ R or ξi ∈ NR(−Λi). (35)

Note that −Λi is always in the interior of the set Ci = R, which by (1) causes the normal
cone to consist of the 0-element only, thus ξi = 0. In other words, the normal cone inclu-
sion is single-valued for this case, and is identified as the trivial function ξi(−Λi) = 0. The
associated graph together with the symbol for the geometric bilateral constraint and the kine-
matic consistency conditions are depicted in Fig. 7. Finally, note that a geometric bilateral
constraint gi(q) = 0 can always be generated by a parallel connection of two geometric uni-
lateral constraints gi(q) ≥ 0, gk(q) ≥ 0 with gk = −gi . For an exhaustive geometric analysis
of this interplay, we refer to [2].

4.4 Kinematic bilateral constraints

Kinematic bilateral constraints are not visible in the system’s equation if minimal veloc-
ities are used. This, however, would destroy our assumption q̇ = u which would have to
be replaced by q̇ = H(q)u and would slightly affect the structure supposed in (14)–(17).
Although not a big hurdle, we prefer to stick to the aforementioned structure for clarity.
We therefore only allow kinematic bilateral constraints to be superimposed on the system
with q̇ = u. As known from classical mechanics, they always are of the form γi = wT

i u = 0,
which leads to the same kinematic consistency conditions γ −

i = 0, γ +
i = 0 as for geometric
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bilateral constraints. Moreover, everything said about the geometric bilateral constraint in
Sect. 4.3 stays true for the kinematic bilateral constraint, except from the index reduction
process that is not needed here. In particular, the impact law and its interpretation (33)–(35)
may be adopted without any changes, which leads to the results displayed in Fig. 7. Also,
the last statement of the previous subsection remains true in a slightly modified form, i.e.
that a kinematic bilateral constraint γi = wT

i u = 0 can always be generated by a parallel con-
nection of two kinematic unilateral constraints γi = wT

i u ≥ 0, γk = wT
k u ≥ 0 with γk = −γi .

This is even indicated by the symbol that we have chosen to represent kinematic bilateral
constraints.

4.5 Kinematic step constraints of Coulomb type

The kinematic step constraint of Coulomb type is actually the impact element that is used
to model frictional effects in collisions for the planar case. It therefore constitutes a one-
dimensional (m(i) = 1) Coulomb-type friction element that acts on the tangential relative
velocity γi = wT

i u by the tangential impulsive force Λi . We call this impact element kine-
matic, because it is formulated by nature on velocity but not on displacement level. We call it
a step constraint, because it is represented by a set-valued sign function as we will see, which
forms an upward step of a priory unknown size by limiting the realizable tangential impul-
sive forces Λi . We call it of Coulomb type, because the reservoir Ci (Λk) = μiΛk[−1,1]
of the tangential impulsive forces −Λi is chosen such that it depends by the coefficient of
friction μi on the impulsive force Λk ≥ 0 of another impact element, which in most cases
is the geometric unilateral constraint that models the collision in the normal direction of the
contact.

We are now going to review the Coulomb-type friction element as originally presented in
[20], and to state it as a normal cone inclusion according to (16), (17). As already mentioned,
the value of the tangential impulsive force is restricted to |Λi | ≤ μiΛk , where μi denotes
the coefficient of friction. For the case |Λi | < μiΛk , pure Newtonian collision behavior is
proposed,

|Λi | < μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i = −εiγ

−
i , (36)

which yields a reversion of the tangential relative velocity in the same fashion as for the
geometric unilateral constraint (29). Tangential restitution is taken into account by the coef-
ficient εi . Although misleading, we call (36) the stick state of the impact element, according
to the terminology of impact-free motion. Note that the post-impact relative velocity γ +

i

does not vanish, i.e. is unequal to zero for γ −
i �= 0 and εi �= 0.

Similar to (30), one completes now the tangential impact law for the case |Λi | = μiΛk

by setting

Λi = −μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i ≥ −εiγ

−
i ,

Λi = +μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i ≤ −εiγ

−
i ,

(37)

which is called the slip state. One easily recognizes that Coulomb type friction is present,
but also that the slip state still carries something from the Newtonian collision behavior.

There is no kinematical restriction on the pre- or post-impact relative velocities γ −
i or

γ +
i , hence the impact coefficient εi can freely be chosen according to the physical needs. By

setting

ξi = γ +
i + εiγ

−
i , (38)
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Fig. 8 One-dimensional Coulomb type friction: Graph of the normal cone inclusion, kinematic consistency
conditions, and consequences on the impact coefficients

both cases (36) and (37) can be expressed by the set-valued sign function (6) or likewise the
normal cone inclusion (5),

−Λi ∈ μiΛk Sgn(ξi) or ξi ∈ NμiΛk [−1,1](−Λi). (39)

The graph of the latter, together with the symbol for the friction impact element and the
kinematic consistency conditions are depicted in Fig. 8. Tangential impact coefficients εi

unequal to zero are indeed needed to compute certain collision behavior, such as the tra-
jectory displayed in Fig. 5(b) of a highly elastic rubber ball that is thrown under a table.
After the second collision, it reverts the direction of its horizontal velocity component and
bounces back, see [8] for the full calculation. If εi would have been set equal to zero in this
example, the ball would stay under the table as observed for ping-pong balls. The associated
trajectory may be found in [4] or [22].

Although the above example shows the necessity for taking into account tangential resti-
tution for certain cases, it normally does not play an important role in applications and is
therefore not considered in many papers on the subject. We will keep tangential restitution
in our formulation, because precisely the impact coefficients εi are needed to derive the en-
ergetic consistency conditions in Sect. 5, which forces us not to throw them away too early.
Nevertheless, some words should be spent on the case εi = 0, i.e. pure Coulomb type fric-
tion without restitution, due to its practical importance. The most explicit form of the impact
law for this special case is directly obtained from (36) and (37) and reads as

|Λi | < μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i = 0,

Λi = −μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i ≥ 0,

Λi = +μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i ≤ 0.

(40)

One observes that the stick case from the first line in (40) now indeed yields post-impact
tangential relative velocities γ +

i = 0, fulfilling the kinematic non-slip condition.
In order to discuss the four possible state combinations at a frictional impact, we rewrite

(40) in inverted form,

γ +
i = 0 =⇒ |Λi | ≤ μiΛk,

γ +
i �= 0 =⇒ Λi = −μiΛk sgn

(
γ +

i

)
.

(41)

For a transition of pre-impact slip (γ −
i �= 0) to post-impact stick (γ +

i = 0), the impact law
behaves in accordance with Coulomb’s law by limiting the tangential impulsive force to
|Λi | ≤ μiΛk , as seen from the first line in (41). For slip without reversal, i.e. γ ±

i �= 0 with
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sgn(γ +
i ) = sgn(γ −

i ), the impulsive force is Λi = −μiΛk sgn(γ +
i ) by the second line in (41)

and again in accordance with Coulomb’s law.
The remaining two cases, i.e. slip reversal with γ ±

i �= 0 and sgn(γ +
i ) = − sgn(γ −

i ), as
well the stick-slip transition with γ −

i = 0 and γ +
i �= 0, are again driven by the second line

in (41) and yield a tangential impulsive force equal to Λi = −μiΛk sgn(γ +
i ). Compared to

Coulomb’s law, this value is too big, because successive integration over a phase of slid-
ing and reversed sliding would lower the absolute value of the resulting impulsive force.
The same is true for any phase of sticking, for which the absolute value of the impulsive
tangential force is strictly less than μiΛk .

This problem has already been mentioned in [18] and thoroughly discussed in [4] and
[22]. It is a consequence on the impossibility to evaluate the integral of the tangential forces
without additional assumptions. The impact parameter εi helps sometimes to downplay this
problem, but does not remove its source. For more information on how this tangential impact
law behaves, we refer in particular to the paper [21], in which the frictional impact of a rigid
bar against an inelastic half-space has been analyzed in full detail.

Due to the said discrepancies of the original Coulomb law for impact-free motion, we
prefer to call this impact element of Coulomb type. It still shows the main properties of
Coulomb friction, which are the dependence on the normal load, and the proper realization
of a stick phase. We further want to anticipate that the above discrepancy is related to but
not responsible for the energy gain in Kane’s example.

4.6 Isotropic Coulomb-type friction

Isotropic Coulomb-type friction is the simplest two-dimensional version (m(i) = 2) of the
Coulomb-type kinematic step constraint from the previous section, containing all the nice
and less nice properties of the former. Together with the geometric unilateral constraint, it is
used to model spatial contact situations. In order to set up the associated impact law as a nor-
mal cone inclusion, we choose two directions in the common tangent plane of the contact-
ing bodies, orthogonal to each other in the Euclidean metric, in which the two components
γ1i = wT

1iu, γ2i = wT
2iu of the relative velocity γ i = (γ1i , γ2i )

T and the two components Λ1i ,
Λ2i of the tangential impulsive force Λi = (Λ1i ,Λ2i )

T are measured. The friction coefficient
is again denoted by μi , and the associated impulsive normal force by Λk ; see Fig. 9.

We now generalize (36) and (37) straight forwardly to the two-dimensional situation, in
the same way as commonly done for impact-free motion: For the stick state ‖Λi‖ < μiΛk ,
we claim pure Newtonian collision behavior as in (36),

‖Λi‖ < μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i = −εiγ

−
i . (42)

Note that the direction of γ −
i is reversed by the impact, as if the contact would bounce

against a wall perpendicular to γ −
i or γ +

i . In order to treat the slip state, we first define the
slip direction ei as opposite to the impulsive force Λi ,

ei (Λi ) := − Λi

‖Λi‖ . (43)

If slip is valid, we allow as in (37) the post-impact velocities γ +
i to exceed the value of

−εiγ
−
i , but only in the slip direction ei ,

‖Λi‖ = μiΛk =⇒ γ +
i = −εiγ

−
i + κiei (Λi ) with κi ≥ 0. (44)
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Fig. 9 Two-dimensional Coulomb type friction: Sets Ci of negative admissible impulsive forces Λi , associ-
ated normal cones, kinematic consistency conditions, and consequences on the impact coefficients

This equation seems to be very artificial, but is needed in this form to finally reach the struc-
ture of a normal cone inclusion (16), (17). Comments on the justification of the proposed
approach are made in Sect. 4.8.

There is no kinematic restriction on the pre- or post-impact relative velocities γ −
i or γ +

i ,
and hence εi can freely be chosen. According to (16), we introduce

ξ i = γ +
i + εiγ

−
i (45)

and write the two cases (42) and (44) together as

‖Λi‖ < μiΛk =⇒ ξ i = 0,

‖Λi‖ = μiΛk =⇒ ξ i = κiei (Λi ), κi ≥ 0.
(46)

From the restrictions on Λi in (46) one identifies the reservoir Ci (Λk) of the tangential
impulsive forces as

Ci (Λk) = {
Γ i ∈ R

2 | ‖Γ i‖ ≤ μiΛk

}
with −Λi ∈ Ci (Λk), (47)

which is a circular disk with radius μiΛk as displayed in the left diagram of Fig. 9. The
impact law (46) can now again be formulated as a normal cone inclusion ξ i ∈ NCi (Λk)(−Λi )

as explicitly shown in the next section. As seen from the second line in (46), the normal cone
becomes the half-line

⋃
κi≥0 κiei generated by the slip direction ei if −Λi is at the boundary

of Ci (Λk). We finally want to point out that Λi , ei , ξ i are aligned for slip, but not necessarily
ξ i , γ −

i , γ +
i . However, if εi = 0, then ξ i and γ +

i have the same direction which is also the
direction of ei and −Λi .

4.7 Orthotropic Coulomb-type friction

In this section, we propose an impact model for orthotropic Coulomb type friction
(m(i) = 2) that is strictly derived from a normal cone inclusion. For the reservoir of tan-
gential impulsive forces −Λi , we assume an elliptical set Ci (Λk) with its semi-axes propor-
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tional to the two friction coefficients μ1i , μ2i as depicted in the right part of Fig. 9,

Ci (Λk) =
{
Γ i ∈ R

2
∣
∣∣

Γ 2
1i

(μ1iΛk)2
+ Γ 2

2i

(μ2iΛk)2
≤ 1

}
. (48)

In order to obtain the normal cone via the conditions in (4), this set needs to be represented
in the form

Ci (Λk) = {
Γ i |f (Γ i ) ≤ 0

}
, (49)

by an appropriate differentiable function f which we choose as

f (Γ i ) = Γ 2
1i

(μ1iΛk)2
+ Γ 2

2i

(μ2iΛk)2
− 1. (50)

Further, the differential of f

∂f

∂Γ i

= 2

Λ2
k

(
Γ1i

μ2
1i

,
Γ2i

μ2
2i

)
(51)

is needed to state the desired normal cone inclusion (17) by the conditions in (4),

ξ i ∈ NCi (Λk)(−Λi )

⇐⇒ ξT
i = αi

∂f

∂Γ i

(−Λi ), f (−Λi ) ≤ 0, αi ≥ 0, αif (−Λi ) = 0. (52)

By further evaluating the inequality-complementarity conditions in (52), one obtains

ξ i ∈ NCi (Λk)(−Λi )

⇐⇒
{

f (−Λi ) < 0 =⇒ ξT
i = 0

f (−Λi ) = 0 =⇒ ξT
i = αi

∂f

∂Γ i
(−Λi ), αi ≥ 0.

(53)

If a representation of (53) in terms of a normalized slip direction ei (Λi ) is desired, one may
finally set

κi := αi

∥∥∥∥
∂f

∂Γ i

∥∥∥∥(−Λi ) and eT
i (Λi ) :=

(
∂f

∂Γ i

/∥∥∥∥
∂f

∂Γ i

∥∥∥∥

)
(−Λi ) (54)

and rewrite the conditions on the right of (53) as

f (−Λi ) < 0 =⇒ ξ i = 0,

f (−Λi ) = 0 =⇒ ξ i = κiei (Λi ), κi ≥ 0.
(55)

Equation (55) has the same structure as the impact law (46) for the isotropic case. The first
line in (55) represents the stick state, for which the impulsive forces Λi are in the interior of
the set Ci and the relative velocities are inverted by ξ i = 0, i.e. γ +

i = −εiγ
−
i . The second

line describes slip with the impulsive forces Λi on the boundary of Ci and the slip direction
ei (Λi ) essentially determined by the differential (51) of f . Note that the normal cone for the
case of slip is still a half-line, generated by ei (Λi ) and orthogonal to the boundary of Ci , but
is in general no longer in radial direction as for the isotropic case. Finally, note that isotropic
friction is a special case of orthotropic friction, which is obtained when taking equal friction
coefficients μi := μ1i = μ2i in (48), which makes (55) to become identical with (46).
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4.8 Comments on impact modeling

The procedure shown in Sect. 4.7 is general and may be applied to any convex set Ci

to formulate the associated Newton-type impact law in form of a normal cone inclusion.
One further example is Coulomb–Contensou friction which takes into account the interac-
tion between planar sliding friction and pivoting friction [9, 14], and thus requires a three-
dimensional impact law (m(i) = 3).

Impact laws are constitutive laws. They are never general, and they cannot be derived
from any principle in dynamics. They have to be identified by measurements, which is a
very hard task, in particular for spatial collisions. In addition, the impact laws have to match
the associated constitutive laws for impact-free motion. This is guaranteed in (14)–(17) by
taking sets Ci with the very same shape as those used for impact-free motion, on which the
normal cones are then built. In this way, hard contacts and dry friction are represented for
impacts and impact-free motion by the same mathematical objects, and allow for a combined
numerical treatment when time integration is performed.

Normal cone inclusions are by no means artificial mathematical entities, but they are re-
quired to generalize d’Alembert/Lagrange’s principle in a natural way to situations in which
constraint forces are restricted to convex sets. As d’Alembert/Lagrange’s principle, i.e. the
definition of a perfect constraint, normal cone inclusions describe force interactions in an
idealized way that may not apply satisfactorily for all practical applications. In such cases,
it seems to be advisable to start with a normal cone inclusion nonetheless, and to carefully
adjust it afterward according to the physical needs. This, however, affects immediately the
energetic consistency conditions derived in the next section, and one has to make sure by
oneself that nothing goes wrong.

5 Energetic consistency conditions

In this section, we derive several sufficient conditions under which the impact according
to (14)–(17) does not lead to an increase in energy. Since the positions q are assumed to
be constant during the impact, only the difference in kinetic energy counts. We consider
systems for which the kinetic energy is purely quadratic,

T = 1

2
uTMu, (56)

with M(q) the symmetric and positive definite mass matrix and u the generalized velocities.
This applies, e.g. for the case that the particle coordinates do not explicitly depend on time.
The difference of post-impact and pre-impact kinetic energy is

T + − T − = 1

2
u+TMu+ − 1

2
u−TMu− = 1

2

(
u+ + u−)T

M
(
u+ − u−)

. (57)

Elimination of M(u+ − u−) with the help of (19) yields

T + − T − = 1

2

(
u+ + u−)T

WΛ = 1

2
ΛTWT

(
u+ + u−)

, (58)

which can be rewritten by using (24) as

T + − T − = 1

2
ΛT

(
γ + + γ −) =: W. (59)
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In this form, the energy difference may also be interpreted as the overall work W done by
the n individual impact elements,

W =
n∑

i=1

1

2
ΛT

i

(
γ +

i + γ −
i

) =:
n∑

i=1

Wi (60)

for which Wi is the contribution of a single impact element. We define an impact problem
to be energetically consistent iff the overall impact work W is non-positive,

W ≤ 0. (61)

Note that we do not require the individual contributions Wi to be non-positive as done by
so-called energetic impact laws, which would again lead to (61) as a consequence, but would
in our opinion restrict the energy transfer within the system in a too harsh way.

In order to prepare (59) for first conclusions, we state the impact work W as a function
of only the impact law variables ξ and Λ and the impact coefficients ε. To do so, we solve
(28) for the relative velocities γ − and γ +,

γ − = (I + ε)−1(ξ − GΛ) and γ + = (I + ε)−1(ξ + εGΛ) (62)

and put the result back in (59),

W = 1

2
ΛT(I + ε)−1

(
2ξ − (I − ε)GΛ

)
. (63)

In the following subsections, conditions on the impact parameters ε are derived to ensure
energetic consistency.

5.1 Isolated impact elements

In a first step, we investigate the conditions under which the individual impact elements
guarantee energetic consistency when isolated from each other. This includes the special
case of just and only one arbitrary impact element in the mechanical system. Mutual inter-
ference of the impact elements can formally be excluded by not allowing for far distance
effects as in Newton’s cradle [2], and by assuming a block-diagonal Delassus operator G,
in which only the symmetric and positive definite diagonal entries Gii = WT

i M−1Wi are
present, and all the off-diagonal terms Gik = WT

i M−1Wk (i �= k) are equal to zero. Under
this hypothesis, the contact work (63) becomes

W =
n∑

i=1

Wi =
n∑

i=1

1

2
ΛT

i (Ii + εiIi )
−1

(
2ξ i − (Ii − εiIi )GiiΛi

)
, (64)

where Ii again denote the m(i) × m(i) identity matrices. We derive now the bounds on
the impact coefficients that ensure energetic consistency W = ∑n

i=1 Wi ≤ 0 under any and
all possible choices of εi for the case of isolated impact elements. Note that the following
calculation is only based on the work expression (64), meaning that the kinematic restrictions
on the impact coefficients as derived in Sect. 4 are not taken into account here.

Under the above restrictions, the impact work Wi of an individual i can directly be iden-
tified from (64). We claim that

Wi = 1

1 + εi

(
ΛT

i ξ i − 1

2
(1 − εi)Λ

T
i GiiΛi

)
!≤ 0 for each individual i (65)
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are n necessary conditions for W = ∑n

i=1 Wi ≤ 0 to sufficiently hold. To see this, suppose
that Wi > 0 for one particular i. If we are able to enforce all other impact works to be Wk = 0
by admissible choices of εk , then we have already shown contradiction. We first evaluate the
inequality in (65) to get the desired restrictions on εi , and show afterward that Wk = 0 can
be realized within these restrictions.

5.1.1 Case 1: εi > −1

From (65), we obtain

ΛT
i ξ i ≤ 1

2
(1 − εi)Λ

T
i GiiΛi . (66)

It holds that ΛT
i ξ i ≤ 0 due to (18), with the most restrictive case for εi in (66) when

ΛT
i ξ i = 0. We therefore get

0 ≤ 1

2
(1 − εi)Λ

T
i GiiΛi . (67)

Further, Gii is positive definite, i.e. ΛT
i GiiΛi > 0, ∀Λi �= 0, which yields εi ≤ 1. Altogether,

we obtain for Case 1

−1 < εi ≤ 1 (68)

as the restriction on the impact coefficient εi .

5.1.2 Case 2: εi < −1

From (65) and (18), we obtain

1

2
(1 − εi)Λ

T
i GiiΛi ≤ ΛT

i ξ i ≤ 0 (69)

and thus εi ≥ 1, which contradicts εi < −1 and therefore excludes this case.

5.1.3 Case 3: εi = −1

Because of the division by (1 + εi), Eq. (65) cannot directly be evaluated. One has to go
back to (28), from which one gets

ξ i = GiiΛi . (70)

Note that (1 + εi)γ
−
i , i.e. the term that drives the impact, is fully eliminated now. With (70),

the impact work (65) becomes

Wi = 1

1 + εi

(
ΛT

i GiiΛi − 1

2
(1 − εi)Λ

T
i GiiΛi

)
= 1

2
ΛT

i GiiΛi , (71)

where the critical term 1/(1 + εi) has now canceled out. To get the value of Wi , the impact
law (17) has to be evaluated by the definition of the normal cone (1),

ξ i ∈ NCi
(−Λi ) ⇐⇒ ξT

i

(
Λi − Λ∗

i

) ≤ 0 for −Λi ∈ Ci , ∀−Λ∗
i ∈ Ci . (72)

Insertion of (70) in the right-hand side of (72) yields

ΛT
i GiiΛi ≤ ΛT

i GiiΛ
∗
i for −Λi ∈ Ci , ∀−Λ∗

i ∈ Ci , (73)
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Table 1 Restrictions on the impact coefficients from kinematic and isolated energetic consistency

Geometric unilateral
constraint

Kinematic unilateral
constraint

Bilateral constraints Coulomb type friction

0 ≤ εi ≤ 1 −1 < εi ≤ 0 −1 < εi ≤ 1 −1 < εi ≤ 1

which has to hold for all −Λ∗
i ∈ Ci . Since 0 ∈ Ci , we choose Λ∗

i = 0 to obtain

ΛT
i GiiΛi ≤ 0. (74)

Due to the definiteness of Gii , the only possible value for Λi is Λi = 0. Together with (70),
(16), and (71), one finally gets

Λi = 0 =⇒ ξ i = 0, γ +
i = γ −

i , Wi = 0. (75)

Although not violating the inequality Wi ≤ 0, we do not further consider εi = −1 as a mean-
ingful impact parameter, and leave the strict inequality in (68) as it is. The value εi = −1
totally eliminates the impact element from the system and hence from any interference with
other elements by not providing any impulsive force and letting the relative velocities un-
changed.

5.1.4 Enforcing Wi = 0

As already announced, it finally has to be shown that Wi = 0 can be enforced for all impact
elements by a proper choice of the impact parameter εi from the range of admissible values
(68). By taking εi = 1, the impact work (65) becomes Wi = 1

2ΛT
i ξ i . The product ΛT

i ξ i is
equal to zero for the geometric and kinematic unilateral constraint by (32), for the geometric
and kinematic bilateral constraint by (35), and can be enforced to be equal to zero for all
friction constraints by setting the friction coefficients large enough in (36), (46), (55).

We have shown that the restrictions (68) on the various impact parameters provide a
sufficient condition to ensure energetic consistency if the impact elements are isolated from
each other by zero-entries in the off-diagonal terms of the Delassus operator. Together with
the kinematic restrictions from Figs. 6–9 of Sect. 4, one obtains the values summarized in
Table 1 which are henceforth used.

Note again that we have not used the kinematic restrictions by deriving the bounds on εi

from the work inequality (65). Since kinematic consistency, i.e. additional conditions on γ −
i

and γ +
i directly affect the work expression (60), some values for εi in (68) are too restric-

tive. This can be observed for the bilateral constraints, which cannot impact by themselves
as soon as γ +

i = γ −
i = 0 is taken into account, leading to 1

2 Λi(γ
+
i + γ −

i ) = 0 in (60) inde-
pendent of the choice of εi . On the other hand, these additional values for εi do not bring
any new physics into the system, and we therefore stick to the intervals given in Table 1.

5.2 Fully coupled systems

Energetic consistency of the individual impact elements as studied in the last section may
get lost when the impact elements are coupled among each other by the off-diagonal terms
in the Delassus matrix. In order to address this case, we keep the restrictions −1 < εi ≤ 1
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from (68) and derive additional conditions on εi to ensure energetic consistency also for
fully coupled systems. By expanding the overall impact work W , we obtain from (63)

W = ΛT(I + ε)−1ξ − 1

2
ΛT(I + ε)−1(I − ε)GΛ. (76)

By keeping the restrictions −1 < εi ≤ 1 in (76), we set now

δ := (I + ε)−1(I − ε), δ = diag(δiIi ) with δi = 1 − εi

1 + εi

≥ 0 (77)

and state energetic consistency as

W = ΛT(I + ε)−1ξ − 1

2
ΛTδGΛ

!≤ 0. (78)

With the help of (18), we obtain for the first summand

ΛT(I + ε)−1ξ =
n∑

i=1

1

1 + εi

ΛT
i ξ i ≤ 0. (79)

In order to ensure (78) as a whole, it remains to find conditions under which the matrix (δG)

is positive semi-definite, i.e. under which 1
2ΛTδGΛ ≥ 0 for arbitrary Λ. Such conditions

have been derived in [16] for the cases of similar and small impact coefficients εi as shown
in the following:

5.2.1 Similar impact coefficients

We denote by εmin the smallest and by εmax the largest of the impact coefficients εi ∈ (−1,1]
and set

δmax := 1 − εmin

1 + εmin
, δmin := 1 − εmax

1 + εmax
. (80)

With the abbreviation

δ̄ := 1

2
(δmax + δmin), (81)

the double of the second summand in (78) is now rewritten as

ΛTδGΛ = δ̄ΛTGΛ − ΛT(δ̄I − δ)GΛ. (82)

Since G is symmetric and real, it follows for the first term on the right-hand side of (82) that

δ̄ΛTGΛ ≥ δ̄λmin‖Λ‖2, (83)

where λmin denotes the smallest (real) eigenvalue of G. For the second term on the right-hand
side of (82), it holds that

ΛT(δ̄I − δ)GΛ ≤ ‖δ̄I − δ‖‖G‖‖Λ‖2 = 1

2
(δmax − δmin)λmax‖Λ‖2, (84)
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where λmax is the largest (real) eigenvalue of G, and ‖A‖ denotes the matrix norm induced
by the Euclidean vector norm, i.e. ‖A‖ := maxx{‖Ax‖ | ‖x‖ = 1}. By the estimates (83) and
(84), we conclude that the left-hand side of (82) is non-negative if

δ̄λmin‖Λ‖2 ≥ 1

2
(δmax − δmin)λmax‖Λ‖2 =⇒ ΛT(δG)Λ ≥ 0 (85)

or, after canceling Λ and back-substituting (81), that the inequality

(δmax + δmin)λmin ≥ (δmax − δmin)λmax =⇒ (δG) is PSD (86)

is sufficient for (δG) to be positive semi-definite. Together with (80), we conclude that
similar impact coefficients εi in the sense that

εmax − εmin

1 − εmaxεmin
≡ δmax − δmin

δmax + δmin
≤ λmin

λmax
(87)

provide a sufficient condition for the impact to be energetically consistent, i.e. to fulfill the
impact work inequality (78).

5.2.2 Small impact coefficients

Another sufficient condition for energetic consistency, independent of the one in (87), is
obtained when writing the second summand in (78) as

ΛTδGΛ = ΛTGΛ − ΛT(I − δ)GΛ. (88)

As in (83), we have for the first term on the right-hand side of (88)

ΛTGΛ ≥ λmin‖Λ‖2. (89)

For the second term on the right-hand side of (88), it holds that

ΛT(I − δ)GΛ ≤ ‖I − δ‖‖G‖‖Λ‖2 = (1 − δmin)λmax‖Λ‖2. (90)

By the estimates (89) and (90), we conclude that the left-hand side of (88) is non-negative if

λmin‖Λ‖2 ≥ (1 − δmin)λmax‖Λ‖2 =⇒ ΛT(δG)Λ ≥ 0 (91)

or, after canceling Λ and back-substituting (80), that the inequality

2εmax

1 + εmax
≡ 1 − δmin ≤ λmin

λmax
(92)

is sufficient for (δG) to be positive semidefinite. In other words, impact coefficients that are
small in the sense of (92) provide another sufficient condition for the impact to be energeti-
cally consistent, i.e. to fulfill the impact work inequality (78).
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5.2.3 Equal impact coefficients

A special case of similar impact coefficients is met when they are all equal to each other
with value ε,

ε := ε1 = · · · = εn. (93)

In this case, we have εmax = εmin = ε, and (87) reduces to 0 ≤ λmin/λmax which is always
satisfied, because the eigenvalues of the positive semi-definite Delassus matrix G are all
non-negative. Alternatively, energetic consistency may directly be verified on the second
summand in (78). With

δ := δ1 = · · · = δn ≥ 0 (94)

and δ = δI as a consequence, one obtains

ΛTδGΛ = δΛTGΛ ≥ 0 ∀Λ. (95)

Hence, the impact work inequality (78) is fulfilled by (79) and (95).

5.2.4 Completely elastic impact

We call an impact completely elastic iff all impact coefficients are equal to one, i.e. if ε = 1
in (93). A completely elastic impact is therefore a special case of equal impact coefficients
which by itself is a special case of similar impact coefficients, and is always energetically
consistent. Note, however, that completely elastic impacts exclude kinematic unilateral con-
straints, because their impact coefficients can NOT be set equal to one by Table 1 without
violating kinematic consistency. Completely elastic impacts may be energy preserving. With
ε = 1, one obtains δ = 0 by (77), and the impact work (78) reduces with the help of (79) to

W =
n∑

i=1

1

2
ΛT

i ξ i ≤ 0. (96)

As already elaborated in Sect. 5.1, the product ΛT
i ξ i is equal to zero for the geometric

and kinematic unilateral constraint by (32), and for the geometric and kinematic bilateral
constraint by (35). It can be enforced to be equal to zero for all friction constraints when
the friction coefficients are chosen large enough in (36), (46), (55), i.e. when the impact is
processed in the stick states. Under these conditions, we obtain W = 0 which is conservation
of kinetic energy.

5.2.5 Completely inelastic impact

We call an impact completely inelastic iff all impact coefficients are equal to zero, i.e. if
ε = 0 in (93). A completely inelastic impact is therefore a special case of equal impact
coefficients which by itself is a special case of similar impact coefficients, and is always
energetically consistent. Moreover, a completely inelastic impact is a special case of small
impact coefficients with εmax = 0, for which (92) always holds true. The completely inelastic
impact is the only case for which energetic consistency can be guaranteed for any and all
combinations of impact elements in a system, since εi = 0 is the only common value of the
various impact elements listed in Table 1.
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5.3 Special impact elements

In this section, we consider systems with geometric unilateral, geometric bilateral, and kine-
matic bilateral constraints only. In other words, kinematic unilateral constraints as well as
any Coulomb type frictional constraints are excluded. For such systems, energetic consis-
tency is assured as shown in the following: The impact work (59) can be stated as

W = 1

2
ΛTξ + 1

2
ΛT(I − ε)γ −, (97)

where we have used the left equation in (27) to eliminate the post-impact relative veloci-
ties γ +. Written as a sum over the n individual one-dimensional impact elements, Eq. (97)
becomes

W =
n∑

i=1

1

2
Λiξi + 1

2
(1 − εi)Λiγ

−
i . (98)

With Λiξi ≤ 0 by (18) and εi ≤ 1 by (68), it just has to be shown that Λiγ
−
i ≤ 0 for the con-

tact work to be non-positive. For geometric unilateral constraints, we have Λi ≥ 0 by (32)
and γ −

i ≤ 0 by kinematic consistency (Fig. 6), hence Λiγ
−
i ≤ 0. For all bilateral constraints,

we have γ −
i = 0 by kinematic consistency (Fig. 7), hence Λiγ

−
i = 0, which completes the

proof. Note that this proof is not as immediate as the ones in Sect. 5.2, because it requires
in addition the kinematic consistency conditions of the impact elements.

6 A slide-push mechanism as an example for violation of energetic consistency

The purpose of this section is to construct the most basic example that contradicts energetic
consistency. At least two impact elements, coupled by the Delassus operator, are necessary.
Otherwise, the case of isolated impact elements would apply, which has been proven in
Sect. 5.1 to be energetically consistent. One of the two impact elements must be a geometric
unilateral constraint to initiate the impact, because all the other impact elements can only
react on impacts but not impact by themselves. The second impact element must not be
another geometric unilateral constraint or any bilateral constraint, because energetic con-
sistency has been proven for this case in Sect. 5.3. We therefore choose from the remaining
impact elements the most basic one, which is the kinematic unilateral constraint. The impact
parameters of the two impact elements must not be equal to each other, i.e. both equal to
zero, because energetic consistency would then apply due to Sect. 5.2.

The resulting system is displayed in Fig. 10. A similar, slightly modified version of this
system was originally designed in [17], sharing all the properties of the one considered
here, and was introduced to the community in [10]. The system in Fig. 10 consists of two
bodies with mass m, a unilateral geometric constraint (hard contact) between body 1 and
the environment (wall), and a unilateral kinematic constraint (sprag clutch) between body 1

Fig. 10 The slide-push
mechanism as the most basic
example that contradicts
energetic consistency for
Newtonian impacts
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and body 2. The sprag clutch is arranged such that the two bodies can move away from each
other, but not approach each other. The restitution coefficient of the hard contact is εA = 1,
realizing a completely elastic Newtonian impact, whereas the impact parameter of the sprag
clutch is set to εB = 0. The inertial positions of the masses are denoted by x1 and x2, and the
relative velocities in the impact elements by γA and γB .

For the pre-impact configuration, we assume that body 1 is moving with velocity v to-
wards the wall, whereas body 2 is at rest, causing the sprag clutch to work in its uncon-
strained direction. The pre-impact kinetic energy is therefore T − = 1

2mv2. At the impact
time-instant, the velocity of body 1 is inverted, such that it moves afterward away from the
wall with velocity v. The sprag clutch prevents body 1 from approaching body 2. The latter
must therefore move with velocity v to the right, also. All together, both masses are now
moving with the same velocity v to the right, the kinetic energy T + = 1

2 mv2 + 1
2mv2 = mv2

has doubled at the impact, resulting in the impact work

W = T + − T − = 1

2
mv2 > 0. (99)

If the impact coefficient εB would have been chosen strictly less than zero but within the
range given in Table 1, the result would even be worse, because body 2 would then move
with an even higher post-impact velocity to the right.

In order to derive the result (99) more formally, we write down the set of Eqs. (14)–(19)
componentwise with εA = 1, εB = 0 as

m
(
u+

1 − u−
1

) = ΛA − ΛB, m
(
u+

2 − u−
2

) = ΛB,

γA = u1, γB = u2 − u1,

ξA = γ +
A + γ −

A , ξB = γ +
B ,

ξA ≥ 0, ΛA ≥ 0, ξAΛA = 0, ξB ≥ 0, ΛB ≥ 0, ξBΛB = 0,

(100)

where we have set u1 := ẋ1 and u2 := ẋ2. The impact laws for the hard contact and the
sprag clutch in the last line have been formulated as inequality-complementarity conditions
as displayed in (32). According to (56) and (59), the kinetic energy T and the impact work
W for this example read as

T = 1

2
mu2

1 + 1

2
mu2

2, W = 1

2

(
γ +

A + γ −
A

)
ΛA + 1

2

(
γ +

B + γ −
B

)
ΛB. (101)

The pre-impact generalized velocities are given by

u−
1 = −v and u−

2 = 0, (102)

from which we get by the second line in (100) the pre-impact relative velocities

γ −
A = −v and γ −

B = v. (103)

By physical intuition, we anticipate that the impulsive forces ΛA and ΛB are both strictly
greater than zero. This assumption, which has to be proven afterward, enforces ξA and ξB to
be equal to zero by the complementarity conditions from the last line in (100),

ξA = γ +
A + γ −

A = 0 and ξB = γ +
B = 0. (104)
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From (104) and (103), we obtain the post-impact relative velocities as

γ +
A = v and γ +

B = 0, (105)

which leads to the post-impact generalized velocities

u+
1 = v and u+

2 = v. (106)

By plugging (102) and (106) into the first line of (100), one finally determines the values of
the impulsive forces as

ΛA = 3mv > 0 and ΛB = mv > 0. (107)

They both are strictly greater than zero, which justifies our assumption. With (103), (105),
(107), the impact work (101) becomes

W = 1

2
mv2 (108)

which is the same as already stated in (99). This result may also be obtained when computing
the pre- and post-impact kinetic energies (101) by using (102) and (106), respectively,

T − = 1

2
mv2 and T + = mv2, (109)

and taking their difference, W = T + − T −. Note that only kinematic relations have been
used to determine in (102)–(106) the post-impact state of the system, and that no kinetic
quantities have been involved. This is typical for Newtonian impacts. Of course may such
an approach easily lead to a violation of energetic principles.

In order to finally evaluate the consistency conditions (87) and (92), we write the first
two lines of (100) in matrix notation,

(
m 0
0 m

)(
u+

1 − u−
1

u+
2 − u−

2

)
=

(
1 −1
0 1

)(
ΛA

ΛB

)
,

(
γA

γB

)
=

(
1 0

−1 1

)(
u1

u2

)
, (110)

and identify from them the matrices M and W according to (19) and (20). Accordingly, the
Delassus operator G in (26) is calculated as

M =
(

m 0
0 m

)
, W =

(
1 −1
0 1

)
=⇒ G = WTM−1W = 1

m

(
1 −1

−1 2

)
. (111)

Note that the off-diagonal entries of G are unequal to zero. The two eigenvalues of G are

λmin = 1

2m
(3 − √

5), λmax = 1

2m
(3 + √

5), (112)

and their ratio used in the consistency conditions (87) and (92) is

λmin

λmax
= 1

2
(7 − 3

√
5) ≈ 0.146. (113)

On the other hand, we have chosen in this examples the two impact coefficients as

εmin = 0, εmax = 1, (114)
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which gives for the desired expressions in (87) and (92)

εmax − εmin

1 − εmaxεmin
= 1,

2εmax

1 + εmax
= 1. (115)

As expected, the consistency conditions for both, similar and small impact coefficients fail.

7 Kane’s example: Frictional impact at a double pendulum

In [12], Kane reported on the paradoxical situation of an increase in kinetic energy for a
double pendulum under a Newtonian impact with Coulomb friction. The same example is
later found in the book [13], together with a table that shows some parameters for which
such an increase can be observed. The purpose of this section is to put Kane’s example into
our framework and to verify that the impact elements introduced so far are able to reproduce
the original results. The approach is semi-analytical, and all numerical values are rounded
to four digits.

The double pendulum (Fig. 11) consists of two identical uniform rods with mass m and
length l, and is hinged at the origin O of the inertial frame (eI

x, eI
y, eI

z ). The system is de-
scribed by the generalized coordinates q = (ϕ1ϕ2)

T which measure the absolute angles of
the two rods. The end C of the lower pendulum strikes a horizontal surface by a frictional
impact. The contact angles and the pre-impact generalized velocities are as specified in
Fig. 11. All data are kept in accordance with those of the original example in [13].

7.1 Pre-impact state and Delassus operator

In this section, we allocate all operators and data that are later needed to process the impact
by the left equation in (28) together with the impact laws. The generalized coordinates and
their derivatives are denoted by

q =
(

ϕ1

ϕ2

)
, q̇ =: u =

(
u1

u2

)
. (116)

Fig. 11 Double pendulum
striking the environment by a
frictional impact
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For the contact terms, we use the notation

γ =
(

γN

γT

)
, ξ =

(
ξN

ξT

)
, Λ =

(
ΛN

ΛT

)
, ε =

(
εN 0
0 εT

)
. (117)

The relative velocities γT and γN at the contact point C are identified by Fig. 11 as the
negative first and the second component of the absolute velocity I vC of point C, displayed
in the inertial frame. The latter is obtained by direct differentiation of the associated position
vector I rOC which gives

I rOC =
⎛

⎝
l sinϕ1 + l sinϕ2

−l cosϕ1 − l cosϕ2

0

⎞

⎠ ,

I vC =
⎛

⎝
lu1 cosϕ1 + lu2 cosϕ2

lu1 sinϕ1 + lu2 sinϕ2

0

⎞

⎠ =:
⎛

⎝
−γT

γN

0

⎞

⎠ .

(118)

With γN = wT
N u and γT = wT

T u according to (11) for m(i) = 1, the generalized force direc-
tions wN and wT are identified from (118) as

wN =
(

l sinϕ1

l sinϕ2

)
=

(
0.6840

1.0

)
m, wT =

(−l cosϕ1

−l cosϕ2

)
=

(−1.8794
−1.7321

)
m. (119)

The kinetic energy (56) of the double pendulum reads as

T = 1

2
uTMu = 1

2
ml2

(
4

3
u2

1 + 1

3
u2

2 + u1u2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)

)
, (120)

from which one conveniently extracts the mass matrix M to be

M = ml2

(
4
3

1
2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)

1
2 cos(ϕ2 − ϕ1)

1
3

)
=

(
16.0 5.9088

5.9088 4.0

)
kg m2. (121)

With W := (wN wT ) from (119) and M from (121), the Delassus operator G = WTM−1W
from (26) becomes

G =
(

0.3365 −0.5071
−0.5071 0.8134

)
kg−1. (122)

The two eigenvalues of G and their ratio are

λmin = 0.0146 kg−1, λmax = 1.1354 kg−1,
λmin

λmax
= 0.0129, (123)

revealing already that the frictional impact problem is ill-conditioned to a certain amount.
The pre-impact velocities and pre-impact kinetic energy are according to Fig. 11 and Eqs.
(20), (120)

u− =
(−0.1

−0.2

)
rad

s
, γ − =

(−0.2684
0.5343

)
m

s
, T − = 0.2782 J. (124)

The impact problem is now prepared insofar as the left equation in (28), i.e.

ξ = GΛ + (I + ε)γ − (125)
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Fig. 12 Impact elements at the contact point and free body diagram

together with the impact laws can be solved for the unknowns ξ and Λ. According to the
frictional contact in Fig. 11, we choose as impact elements a geometric unilateral constraint
(Fig. 6) and a one-dimensional Coulomb type friction element (Fig. 8) with the impact laws
as specified in Eqs. (32) and (39), respectively,

−ΛN ∈ Upr(ξN), −ΛT ∈ μΛN Sgn(ξT ). (126)

These impact elements are shown in a close-up of the contact point in Fig. 12(a). Fig-
ure 12(b) displays the free body diagram associated with the impact elements, which is
later used to properly determine the signs of the impulsive contact forces. Once the values
for Λ and ξ have been computed from (125) and (126), the post-impact relative velocities
γ + can be calculated from (21), and the generalized post-impact velocities u+ from (19).

7.2 Post-impact stick

In [13], 2nd line of Table P14.6(b) on p. 348, an energy increase of 0.16 J with stick at
the end is reported when the impact is processed with a restitution coefficient of 0.5, a static
friction coefficient of 0.5, and a kinetic friction coefficient of 0.4. A restitution coefficient for
the friction element is not mentioned as it is implicitly understood to be equal to zero. Since
we do not use different friction coefficients for slip and stick, we take 0.5 for our friction
coefficient to reproduce the above results, as stick is expected at the end of the impact. With
the parameters

εN = 0.5, εT = 0, μ = 0.5, (127)

the solution of (125) and (126) is

ξ = 0, Λ =
(

3.4079
1.4676

)
N s (128)

with stick at the end as expected. Note also that the stick condition |ΛT | < μΛN is fulfilled,
and that the impulsive tangential force ΛT counter-intuitively acts as depicted in Fig. 12,
trying to push the lower end C of the pendulum to the left to bring it to stick. The post-
impact velocities and kinetic energy are

γ + =
(

0.1342
0

)
m

s
, u+ =

(−0.3346
0.3631

)
rad

s
, T + = 0.4416 J, (129)
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Fig. 13 Various arrangements of unilateral constraints in the tangential direction

which leads together with (124) to an energy increase of

W = T + − T − = 0.1634 J, (130)

as reported in [13]. So far, we were able to confirm this result, which also means that the
impact laws as used in classical literature are special cases of our inequality formulation.
Further, note that the impact coefficients εN and εT in (127) are by (123) neither similar nor
small in the sense of (87) and (92), such that energetic consistency cannot be guaranteed.

The impact terminates with stick in the tangential direction, i.e. with a vanishing tan-
gential relative velocity γ +

T = 0. One might ask whether the same post-impact state could
alternatively be reached by an impact element which is more basic than the friction element,
i.e. by a unilateral constraint realizing a completely inelastic impact εT = 0. All possible
arrangements of geometric and kinematic unilateral constraints are depicted in Fig. 13, but
only the sprag clutch in (a) leads to the desired result: The pre-impact relative velocity by
(124) is kinematically consistent, γ −

T > 0, and the impulsive force ΛT is directed as needed,
see Fig. 12(b). An evaluation of the impact law (32) for this case yields ξT = 0 and ΛT > 0
with the very same value as in (128).

In contrast, the other three elements depicted in (b)–(d) cannot be used to reproduce the
result (128): The impact contact in (b) provides an impulsive force in the right direction,
but is initiated with a kinematically inconsistent pre-impact velocity γ −

T � 0. The sprag
clutch in (c) cannot provide an impulsive force in the direction which is needed, and the
pre-impact velocity γ̃ −

T = −γ −
T � 0 is kinematically inconsistent, also. The impact contact

in (d) is kinematically admissible γ̃ −
T = −γ −

T ≤ 0, but its impulsive force cannot act in
the appropriate direction. Processing the impact with the impact element (d) would lead
to a solution with ΛT = 0, which is different from (128). Another reason why the impact
contacts (b) and (d) cannot generate the solution (128) is the proof of energetic consistency
in Sect. 5.3 which would contradict the energy gain (130).

In summary, we have seen that the only duty of the friction element in Fig. 12 for the
given parameter set is to realize the stick condition γ +

T = 0 at the end of the impact. We
have also seen that the same can be accomplished by the sprag clutch in Fig. 13(a), leading
together with the normal impact contact to the same post-impact velocities γ + as in (129).
For the given parameter set, the original and the modified double pendulum have therefore
to be regarded as equivalent for the impact. Furthermore, we have obtained by the modi-
fied pendulum a mechanical system with two degrees of freedom, one impact contact, and
one sprag clutch, just as in the slide-push mechanism from Sect. 6. In other words, all the
ingredients needed to produce the energetic inconsistency are present, and one might ask
whether the mechanism leading to the energy increase is again the one observed in Sect. 6.
This question will positively be answered in Sect. 8.
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7.3 Post-impact slip

A second case which leads to an energetic inconsistency is reported in the fourth line of
Table P14.6(b) in [13]. In contrast to the second line, the impact terminates with slip when
the restitution coefficient is chosen as 0.7, the static friction coefficient as 0.51, and the
kinetic friction coefficient as 0.5. In order to verify this result, we process here the impact
with the parameters

εN = 0.7, εT = 0, μ = 0.5, (131)

which yields by (125) and (126)

ξ =
(

0
−0.0177

)
m

s
, Λ =

(
5.4995
2.7498

)
N s. (132)

Note that slip is valid by ξT �= 0 for the post-impact state, and that the impulsive forces fulfill
the slip condition ΛT = μΛN . Again, as in Sect. 7.2, the value of the tangential impulsive
force ΛT is greater than zero, trying to push the lower end C of the pendulum to the left. In
contrast to the previous section, ΛT is now not big enough to realize the stick condition at
the end, so that point C is expected to slide to the right. This is confirmed by the value of
γ +

T in the post-impact state

γ + =
(

0.1879
−0.0177

)
m

s
, u+ =

(−0.4430
0.4909

)
rad

s
, T + = 0.7671 J, (133)

which is indeed less than zero, indicating slip reversal. Furthermore, the energy increase as
computed from (124) and (133) is

W = T + − T − = 0.4889 J (134)

and coincides with the value given in [13]. Energetic consistency can again not be guaranteed
by (87) or (92), as the impact coefficients εN and εT are neither similar nor small by (123).

One could again try to reproduce the results (132), (133) by one of the unilateral con-
straints in Fig. 13; this time with a tangential impact coefficient εT �= 0 to achieve the
non-vanishing post-impact slip value for γ +

T . This, however, is not possible: Configurations
(b)–(d) fail because of the very same reasons as before, but also configuration (a) cannot
be used, as γ +

T < 0 according to (133) is kinematically inconsistent for the sprag clutch
and would require by γ +

T = −εT γ −
T an impact coefficient εT = 0.0331 greater than zero,

violating the admissible range for kinematic unilateral constraints given in Table 1.
As all the unilateral constraints in Fig. 13 fail, the most basic representation of the

tangential impact is by an impressed impulsive force ΛT = μΛN , which is depicted in
Fig. 14(a). This configuration is the simplest but not the only one representing the impact.
In Figs. 14(b)–(e), alternative configurations with increasing complexity are shown. They
all lead to the same post-impact state (132) when processed with the data (131). For the
following interpretation of Fig. 14, one has to keep in mind that the tangential impact has
been computed with εT = 0, meaning by (12) that ξT ≡ γ +

T and causing the sign function
(126) to relate the tangential impulsive force ΛT and the post-impact relative velocity γ +

T to
each other.

As shown in Fig. 14(a), the tangential impulsive force μΛN acts to the left while point
C is moving after the impact to the right. This motion is not hindered by the additional
sprag clutch in Fig. 14(b), as its right end is not connected to the environment. Furthermore,
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Fig. 14 From an impressed impulsive tangential force ΛT = μΛN for slip (a) to the full one-dimensional
friction element (e)

the sprag clutch is arranged such that it acts in its blocked direction. It therefore allows to
transmit μΛN from its right end to the point C of the pendulum. Since the sprag clutch is
not moving in its unconstrained direction after the impact, it can internally be pre-loaded in
its constrained direction by a pair of impulsive forces Δ of any size as shown in Fig. 14(c).
Figure 14(d) is the same as Fig. 14(c) with the only difference that it has been completed
by the reaction of μΛN which acts against the environment. As a couple, the two impulsive
forces μΛN can be regarded as another impact element, arranged in series relative to the
Δ-sprag clutch element on its left. After the impact, point C is moving to the right, causing
the μΛN -couple to approach each other. Another sprag clutch is added in Fig. 14(e), which
allows for this motion by again not changing the impact event. In a last step, the values for
Δ are chosen as μΛN .

The resulting element in Fig. 14(e) does not only lead to the post-impact state (132),
(133) when processed with the data set (131), but is a full representation of the one-dimen-
sional Coulomb type friction element as it will be shown in Sect. 9. When used on the
data (127) for post-impact stick, it again provides the solution (128), (129) by the following
mechanism: The pre-impact velocity γ −

T > 0 is kinematically consistent due the left sprag
clutch. The impulsive force ΛT > 0 according to (128) causes the left sprag clutch to block
anyway. Since |ΛT | < μΛN by (128), ΛT cannot overcome the pre-load μΛN in the right
sprag clutch, which is consequently not moving after the impact as well, and the whole
element terminates with stick, i.e. γ +

T = 0.

8 Analysis of Kane’s example by an impact equivalent system

In this section, it will be shown that the mechanism leading to the energy gain in Kane’s
example for both, the stick and the slip case, is indeed the same as the one already observed
in Sect. 6. In order to draw this conclusion, we try to find a system which is equivalent to
Kane’s example but shows the topology of the slide-push mechanism depicted in Fig. 10.
We call two systems impact equivalent if they are driven by the same impact equation (28),
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Fig. 15 Impact equivalent system

i.e. if they agree in their Delassus matrices G, and if they contain the same impact elements
in the same order with respect to the entries in ξ or Λ.

Figure 15 shows the chosen configuration. In contrast to the slide-push mechanism from
Fig. 10, the masses of the two bodies are kept different, and a massless lever arm has been
added to adjust the velocity γN in the impact contact, leading to the kinematic relations

γN = b

a
u1, γT = u2 − u1. (135)

With the help of the mass matrix and the generalized force directions, the Delassus operator
G is determined as

M =
(

m1 0
0 m2

)
,

W =
(

b
a

−1

0 1

)

=⇒ G = WTM−1W =
(

b2

m1a2 − b
m1a

− b
m1a

m1+m2
m1m2

)

.

(136)

The values for the two masses and the lever arm ratio are now chosen such that G in (136)
becomes identical to the Delassus operator of the double pendulum (122). This yields

m1 = 1.3086 kg, m2 = 20.3217 kg,
b

a
= 0.6635. (137)

Note that m2 is much bigger than m1, which is a consequence of the poor condition of G.
Slight changes in the velocity of m2 will heavily affect the kinetic energy of the system.
If the system is now initiated with the pre-impact relative velocities γ − from (124) and
processed with the data (127) and (131), it will terminate the impact with the values ξ ,
Λ, γ + according to (128), (129), and (132), (133), respectively. For completeness, one can
calculate from (135) the associated values for the generalized velocities u which gives

u− =
(−0.4045

0.1298

)
m

s
, u+

stick =
(

0.2023
0.2023

)
m

s
, u+

slip =
(

0.2832
0.2655

)
m

s
. (138)

The pre-impact velocity u− shows that body 1 is moving towards the wall as in the slide-
push mechanism of Sect. 6, whereas body 2 is not at rest but is moving slowly to the right.
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For post-impact stick, we derived that the friction element in Kane’s double pendulum
can be replaced by a sprag clutch; see Fig. 13(a). Equivalently, we may replace the friction
element in the impact equivalent system (Fig. 15) by a sprag clutch as well, leading to the
same arrangement as in the slide-push mechanism of Fig. 10. At the collision, the pre-impact
velocity u−

1 of body 1 is reversed and diminished according to (127) by a factor εN = 0.5,
leading to the post-impact value u+

1,stick in (138). This value is larger than the pre-impact
velocity u−

2 of body 2, i.e. body 1 would be approaching body 2 after the impact. This,
however, is not possible because of the sprag clutch. Body 2 is therefore pushed to the right
by increasing its velocity from u−

2 to u+
2,stick = u+

1,stick, which causes the energy gain (130) by
the same mechanism as already observed in Sect. 6. Note that the lever arm is only needed
to adjust the impulsive force ΛN to the one in (128).

For post-impact slip, a single sprag clutch cannot substitute the friction element, as the
impulsive force ΛT is too big to withstand the internal pre-loads. However, the mechanism
leading to the energy gain (134) is very similar to the one in the stick case: At the collision,
the pre-impact velocity u−

1 of body 1 is now reversed and diminished by a factor εN = 0.7
according to (131), leading to the post-impact value u+

1,slip in (138). This value is again
bigger than the pre-impact velocity u−

2 of body 2, and body 1 would again approach body 2
after the impact against the friction element. In this case, however, the impulsive force ΛT

needed to bring body 2 to the same post-impact velocity as body 1 would be bigger than
μΛN , which means that the stick condition cannot be realized. Nevertheless, body 2 is again
pushed to the right, this time by ΛT = μΛN , which increases its velocity from u−

2 to u+
2,slip

and causes the energy gain.

9 Decomposition of the one-dimensional friction element

In this final section, we want to show that sprag clutches are indeed parts of the one-
dimensional friction element, leading to the configuration already depicted in Fig. 14(e).
The logic behind this approach is that new force elements in mechanics are usually de-
signed by combining existing ones together. There are only two ways to perform this com-
bination, either by arranging the existing elements in parallel to each other, or in series.
One-dimensional friction is a quite complicated set-valued force element on velocity level.
The most basic set-valued force element on velocity level is the kinematic unilateral con-
straint. It should therefore be possible to somehow break down the friction element into
kinematic unilateral constraints.

It can easily be demonstrated [5] that a parallel connection of sprag clutches does not lead
to the desired friction element. Instead, a serial connection is needed, which is more compli-
cated from the mechanical point of view, because inner variables have to be introduced. The
resulting element is depicted in the upper right part of Fig. 16. For impact-free motion, this
arrangement has been introduced for a first time in [5], but without any further explanation.
It can be found in this form also in [7] and [6]. The entire element consists of a serial con-
nection of two sub-elements. The relative velocity of the entire element is denoted by γT ,
the relative velocities of the right and left sub-element by γR and γL, where γT = γR − γL.
Each sub-element consists of a sprag clutch and a pair of constant forces μΛN which are
connected in parallel to each other within the sub-element. Note that the two sprag clutches
work in opposite directions and that the pre-loads μΛN act in the directions in which the
individual sprag clutches block.

In order to understand the mechanics of this device, consider Λ not as impulsive forces
but as ordinary, finite forces as they occur for impact-free motion. With this in mind, now
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Fig. 16 Friction element and equivalent arrangement of kinematic unilateral constraints

slightly push the two endpoints of the entire force element together. The following will
happen: The right sprag clutch will not move, because it is actuated in the blocked direction.
The left sprag clutch will not move, too, as long as the applied force is less than the pre-
load μΛN . This is the stick case. To make the left sprag clutch moving, an applied force of
magnitude μΛN is needed to compensate the pre-load. This is the slip case. One can even
see the dissipation mechanism from this force element: Realize an oscillatory motion of the
two endpoints relative to each other. Every time the endpoints are pushed together, one has
to work against the left pair of forces μΛN , while the end points of the left sprag clutch are
moving towards each other. Every time that the endpoints are pulled apart from each other,
one has to work against the right pair of forces μΛN , while the endpoints of the right sprag
clutch are moving away from each other. In this way, the entire work needed to perform this
motion is finally stored in the two sprag clutches and cannot be regained, unless the sprag
clutches are “mechanically destroyed”.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the components in the above device and
the decomposition of the set-valued sign function into unilateral primitives as presented in
Fig. 4 and Eq. (9). The impact law for the friction element (39) is expressed by a set-valued
sign function,

−ΛT ∈ μΛN Sgn(ξT ), (139)

for which the decomposition into unilateral primitives (9) yields

−ΛT ∈ Upr(ξR) + μΛN, −ΛT ∈ −Upr(ξL) − μΛN, ξT = ξR − ξL. (140)

The graphs of the inclusions (139) and (140) are depicted in Fig. 16 below their associated
impact elements. In order to relate the various relative velocities γA with A ∈ {T ,R,L}
in the impact elements to the kinematic variables ξA in the graphs and in (140), keep in
mind that ξA is by (16) nothing else than always the same combination ξA = γ +

A + εAγ −
A

of the associated relative velocities. In particular for impact free motion, one has by γ +
A =
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γ −
A =: γA the simple relationship ξA = (1 + εA)γA ∼ γA. The sprag clutch under the pre-

load μΛN in the right sub-element of the decomposed friction element is mathematically
represented by an Upr-inclusion which is shifted upward by the value of the pre-load. This
yields together with ξR ∼ γR the graph depicted below of it, which is represented by the
first inclusion in (140). The left sub-element consists again of a sprag clutch under the same
pre-load, but this time arranged in the opposite direction. The associated Upr-graph has
therefore to be mirrored on the ξL-axis and has to be shifted downward, leading to the second
inclusion in (140). Note that the ordinates of both sub-graphs carry the same entity −ΛT ,
taking into account that the force in a serial connection of sub-elements has to be the same.
The last equation in (140) introduces one more kinematic entity when passing from the
original friction element to the decomposed one, which is precisely the additional internal
variable needed for serial arrangements. As a final remark, the decomposition in (140) is the
one to be used when set-valued sign functions are to be treated as linear complementarity
problems in standard form [11].

10 Conclusion

A common mathematical structure has been established for various impact elements by
equipping them with kinematic restitution coefficients and stating them as normal cone in-
clusions. This formulation contains as special cases the classical Newtonian impact law
and Coulomb’s law as usually applied for frictional impacts. Additional features among
others are tangential restitution, automated impact state evaluation, and multi-impact ca-
pabilities. Hard contacts, sprag clutches, bilateral constraints on displacement and velocity
level, one- and two-dimensional Coulomb friction for the isotropic and anisotropic case, and
even Coulomb–Contensou friction elements can be combined by this approach in any order
within a finite-dimensional Lagrangian system.

The mathematical structure set up so far has to be considered as groundwork for the
actual purpose of this contribution, which is to analyze the conditions under which energetic
consistency can be guaranteed, and to identify the mechanisms leading to a violation of
it. The main results can be summarized as follows: The classical bounds on the restitution
coefficients have been justified by requiring energetic consistency for the individual impact
elements when they are isolated from each other. For coupled systems, energetic consistency
has been related to the condition number of the Delassus operator and can be guaranteed
if the impact coefficients are small or similar in a certain sense. For systems with only
geometric unilateral, geometric bilateral, and kinematic bilateral constraints, it has been
shown that Newtonian impacts are always energetically consistent.

From the consistency proofs, it has been possible to identify a combination of impact
elements that is critical for energy increase. As the most basic configuration, one geomet-
ric unilateral constraint and one kinematic unilateral constraint, equipped with impact co-
efficients different from each other, have been arranged in a system with two degrees of
freedom. The resulting slide-push mechanism has been shown to produce kinetic energy
by a stunningly simple mode of operation, which reveals the true weakness of the New-
ton’s kinematic collision law when combined with sprag clutches. The same mechanism has
been observed to be responsible for the energy gain in Kane’s example. This conclusion
has been drawn by designing an impact equivalent system, again showing the topology of
the slide-push mechanism, and the fact that the Coulomb friction element contains hidden
sprag clutches. Most interestingly, slip reversal as commonly claimed to be the mechanism
responsible for the energy gain, is not necessarily needed, because the phenomenon already
occurs for post-impact stick.
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Despite of the many deficiencies that Newton type impact laws are known to have, one
must not forget about the big number of application problems that have successfully been
treated. In the article at hand, Newton type impact laws have been formulated within the
concepts of non-smooth dynamics. Normal cone inclusions as used to formulate the impact
laws provide a sound mathematical structure, from which a variety of mechanical statements
can easily be derived. Newton type impact laws behave in particular critical when the various
degrees of freedom of a mechanical system are strongly coupled among each other, and
when the impact coefficients have to be of rather different size. For completely inelastic
impacts, however, Newtonian impact laws seem to nearly work perfect. One strategy to take
advance of this situation is to keep the completely inelastic Newtonian impact as the initial
phase of an impact, but to treat the restitution phase by another concept. This will naturally
lead to Poisson impacts that are treated in the second part of this contribution.
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